












82 SONIA SOTOMAYOR 

classmates by their teachers and parents was something I'd 

have to develop for myself. And meanwhile, there could come 
at any moment the chagrin of discovering something else I was 

supposed to know. Once, I was trying to explain to my friend 

and later roommate Mary Cadette how out of place I sometimes 
felt at Princeton. 

"It must be like Alice in Wonderland," she said sympathetically. 
"Alice who?" 

She was kind enough to salvage the moment with a quick 

grace: "It's a wonderful book, Sonia, you must read it!" In fact, 

she would guide me thoughtfully toward a long list of classics 

she had read while I'd been'perusing Reader's Digest. What did 

my mother know of Hucklebeny Finn or Pride and Prejudice? 

Later, at the Computer Center, I would enter data for a 

project that Judith Rowe described as a study of how people 

paid for college. My fingers froze on the keys as I read what 

I was typing: financial figures of the most well-off at Princeton. 

This was my first glimpse of trust funds; tax write-offs and 

loopholes; summer jobs at Daddy's firm that paid the equiv

alent of a year's tuition; incomes in the millions, disbursed a 

half million here, a few hundred thousand for that poor guy 
there. Between her own salary from Prospect Hospital and her 

survivors' benefits, which would end very soon, my moth

er's income was never more than five thousand dollars a year. 
Nothing could have clarified as starkly where I stood in rela
tion to some of the people among whom I was now living and 

learning. 

I never deluded myself that I could fill in everything I had 30 

missed growing up. Nor did I fail to appreciate that I' d had 

experiences of my own to prize or that I'd seen some aspects of 
life of which my classmates were sometimes naively unaware. 
Suffice it to say that Princeton made me feel that long after 
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those summers spent first discovering the worlds great books, 

I'd have to remain a student for life. It has been my pleasure to 
be one, actually, long after the virtue has ceased to be such a 

necessity. 


